Molecular profiling in DLBCL

Do we need NGS in lymphoma practice?
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Diffuse Large B cell Lymphoma (DLBCL)
Epidemiology
• Commonest NHL
• 6-8 per 100,000 per year
Presentation
• Rapidly enlarging nodal and
extranodal tumors
Diagnosis requires biopsy
• Histology
• Immunohistochemistry
• COO assignment
• FISH
Staging
• PET-CT
First-line treatment
• R-CHOP

DLBCL – improving first-line therapy
Post R-CHOP - Major 1st line DLBCL trials
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>12,000 patients enrolled. But no change to standard of care 1st line therapy.

What is the barrier to progress?

What is the barrier to progress?
Biologically-targeted therapies need to be
targeted at the biology

There are no “biology-agnostic” therapies.
There are only “biology-agnostic” trials.
(Examples – CAR-T / Pola)

At the biological level, DLBCL comprises multiple different molecular diseases

20 Years of Cell of Origin (COO)

Gene A
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Gene expression / transcriptional profiling
(Microarray / RNA-Sequencing)
Two dominant clusters based on pattern of mRNA abundance.
- Little practical benefit in the clinic
- Invaluable as a framework to dissect the biology
2000 – Described Alizadeh / Staudt
- Technical challenges for clinical labs
- Oversimplistic proxy assays limited accuracy
- Confusion prognostic vs biological implications
2017 – Incorporated into WHO classification
2018 – Genetic classifications proposed

Patient X
Patient Y
Patient Z

DLBCL - genetic classification
574 cases

Pooled Reanalysis

304 cases

928 cases

2018 DLBCL
– two studies
proposed
similar classifications
- genetic
classification
Staudt & Co; NCI; n= 574

4 subtypes, 47% classified
Named by acronym

Shipp & Co; Harvard; n= 304

5 subtypes, 96% classified
Named C1-5

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – why should we care?

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – questions needing balanced answers
1. What are the subtypes and why do we
believe they are real?
2. Do the classification systems agree at
the individual patient level?
3. Do they tell us about prognosis?
4. Do they tell us how to treat?

DLBCL Genetic subtypes; the UK experience
• UK HMRN Registry
• Enrolls EVERY new haem cancer diagnosis
• Avoids clinical trial or pathology referral bias.
• Clinical outcome data for every patient
• DNA extracted from FFPE biopsy
• Targeted sequencing (293 genes - limited copy
number data available)
• Sequenced 928 cases of 1st line DLBCL
• Bernoulli mixture modelling to identify clusters of
tumours with the greatest genetic similarity.
o

Cambridge
Sequencing &
bioinformatics

• This is a different and independent strategy to
identify genetic subtypes.
• Did we reach same or different conclusions?

DLBCL Genetic subtypes; the UK experience
Genetic subtypes closely recapitulate
the main findings of NCI and Harvard
classifications.
Six genetic clusters – named by gene.
All clusters can be mapped to an NCI
and/or Harvard cluster.
Remarkable level of consensus
Shared genetic features with other
lymphoma subtypes - eg:
•
•
•
•
•

FL
PCNSL/PTL/PBL
PMBCL
MZL
DHL

Blurring of boundaries of clinical and
biological classifications.

Genetic Subtypes
of DLBCL

•

Labelled genes are those
most frequently mutant in
each cluster.

•

Colour density reflects
classification confidence

EZB / C3
High grade cousin of FL. Concurrent FL
(27%) and tFL (12%)

MCD / C5
“Pure ABC”
Similarity to PCNSL / PTL

DHL / MHG

N1
NOTCH1 mutation.

A53 / C2
Widespread genomic disruption.

ST2/ C4
BN2 / C1
Equal split GCB / ABC / UC
Similarity to MZL

JAK/STAT subtype of GCB
Similarity to PMBCL/ NLPHL

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – questions needing balanced answers
1. What are the subtypes and why do we
believe they are real?
2. Do the classification systems agree at
the individual patient level?
3. Do they tell us about prognosis?
4. Do they tell us how to treat?

Remarkable consensus between independent studies
Gene expression further supports a biological basis.

Q2. Do classifiers agree at the individual patient level?

MYC

928 DLBCL cases classified by HMRN or NCI (LymphGen) classifiers

MYC

(Incorporates MYC and NOTCH1)

The greatest source of variability comes from whether a case is classified
at all, rather than movement between classes

Do classifiers agree at the individual patient level?
Comparing LymphGen versus Harvard Classifiers.

•

Harvard classifies 100% of cases – again variability is in the threshold to classify

•

Both classifications agree on an Aneuploidy / TP53 subtype (A53 / C2). But there is little
consensus on A53 at the individual patient level

Genetic Subtypes
of DLBCL

•

Labelled genes are those
most frequently mutant in
each cluster.

•

Colour density reflects
classification confidence

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – questions needing balanced answers
1. What are the subtypes and why do we
believe they are real?
2. Do the classification systems agree at
the individual patient level?
3. Do they tell us about prognosis?
4. Do they tell us how to treat?

Remarkable consensus between independent studies
Gene expression further supports a biological basis.

Strong agreement for most clusters. Caveat A53.
Main variability is threshold to classify (50% to 100%)

Q3. Does genetic subtyping add useful prognostic information?

• Good survival of ST2;
• Poor survival of N1 & MCD
• Patient mix is not equivalent across studies

Prognosis in HMRN study – importance of the patient cohort
R-CHOP-like

(MCD equivalent)

R-CHOP

(MCD equivalent)

Lacy….Hodson; Blood, 2020

Lessons from history – DHL as an example

20

Copie-Bergman
Blood 2015

Johnson, NA et al.
Blood 2009

Survival

DLBCL
patients
enrolled in
prospective
GELA/LYSA
studies

Time (Years)

Time (Months)

Selection Bias in case series – pathology v therapeutic
More likely to get additional
pathology tests (FISH)

More likely to enter
clinical trial

More likely to enter clinical trial and
receive more aggressive therapy

Outcomes in unselected R-CHOP treated patients (HMRN cohort)

Data here shows 648 R-CHOP treated DLBCL diagnosed at HMRN , with sole inclusion criteria being availability of tumour DNA

Runge…Hodson;
BJ Haem, 2020

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – questions needing balanced answers
1. What are the subtypes and why do we
believe they are real?

Remarkable agreement between independent studies
Gene expression further supports a biological basis.

2. Do the classification systems agree at
the individual patient level?

Strong agreement for most clusters. Caveat A53.
Main variability is threshold to classify (50% to 100%)

3. Do they tell us about prognosis?
4. Do they tell us how to treat?

ST2 good. MYC or NOTCH1 very bad. MCD bad.
Beware recruitment bias. Beware “R-CHOP-like”.
Prognosis is not the reason to do molecular subtyping

Does the classification allow us to select a targeted therapy?

Not yet.
Not possible to predict accurately from existing data
or current preclinical models.
But may allow us to design and interpret better trials

Subtype specific responses to Velcade in REMoDL-B study
Molecular High Grade Lymphoma
DHSig in BC study
GCB subtype
Some but imperfect overlap with FISH

Sha, C et al; 2019 JCO – Molecular High Grade DLBCL (MHG)
Einishi et al; 2019 JCO – Double Hit Signature – (DHsig)

REMoDL-B by
transcriptional subtype

Effect of Velcade in MHG
cases

Applying molecular subtyping reveals subtype-specific
responses in trials that otherwise appeared to have failed

Results of the Phoenix Trial
2021

Reanalysis of results by genetic
subtype
LymphGen genetic classifier
Ibrutinib appears more active in MCD
and (surprisingly) N1.
Numbers are very small
– (MCD-IB 11 out of 419)

Conclusions

1.

Different genetic subgroups respond differently to
biologically targeted drugs.

2.

Responses are not always predictable from preclinical
preclinical data (eg N1 response)

DLBCL Molecular Subtypes – questions needing balanced answers
1. What are the subtypes and why do we
believe they are real?

Remarkable agreement between independent studies
Gene expression further supports a biological basis.

2. Do the classification systems agree at
the individual patient level?

Strong agreement for most clusters. Caveat A53.
Main variability is threshold to classify (50% to 100%)

3. Do they tell us about prognosis?
4. Do they tell us how to treat?

ST2 good. MYC or NOTCH1 very bad. MCD bad.
Beware recruitment bias. Beware “R-CHOP-like”.
Prognosis is not the reason to do molecular subtyping
Not yet. But will allow us to design and interpret
clinical trials. When we look for subtype-specific
responses we find them.

NGS to maximise the benefit of clinical trials?
Expect continued evolution
and refinement
Future-proofing essential.

Apply current and
future molecular
classification
systems

Molecular determinants of
response and resistance.
Test genetic hypotheses emerging
from future discovery science

Build Molecular
knowledge
banks

Interface with
Discovery
Science

Accrue large sample numbers with
paired clinical and molecular data to
decipher prognostic and therapeutic
implications. May need advanced
analytical approaches.

Trial requirements
• Full exome and transcriptome
• Paired with clinical data
• At time of trial publication

What about routine diagnostic labs?
Logistic challenges

Technical challenges

Sample size
All in same block
FFPE
ctDNA

Sample routing
Batching
Patient consent
Cost

Sequencing platform
Variant calling pipelines
Standardisation
Quality management
Percent of cases mutated

Sample related challenges

• These problems will not be solved in academic studies – only by real world experience
• Reason to start now is to build the infrastructure. Or risk identifying subtype-specific therapies with no
way to subtype

Breaking the Vicious Circle of NGS for DLBCL

Interface with
Discovery Science

Clinical Impact
Unclear
Technical / logistic
impediments

Defer
NGS

Routine
NGS

Understand basis of
response and resistance

Build Molecular
knowledge base of trial
and real-world data

Overcome feasibility
& technical issues

Summary

DLBCL comprises distinct molecular diseases. Recognizing this
heterogeneity will be essential to therapeutic progress in DLBCL
Remarkable consensus on genetic subtypes suggests this will be
basis for resolving the heterogeneity.
Classifications will continue to evolve, but final answer will likely
combine genetic and gene expression information.
Comprehensive genetic and transcriptomic profiling must be
mandatory to maximize learning from DLBCL drug trials.
Role in routine clinical practice currently less clear, but now is the
time to establish infrastructure for real time molecular profiling.

